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ABSTRACT: Education system uses EMIS to collect data from education institutes, processes it and disseminates it to end
users. In the existing system,data collection is a tedious task requiring special training and infrastructure. Data is disseminated
in predefined reports and application to application transfer requires special application with complete compatibility of
computing systems, databases and database connectivity stringsat both the ends. In this paper, we propose a functional
model incorporating web service in all the three phases of education management i.e. data collection, processing and
dissemination. We have used web service for direct data collection from districts to states and then central collection system.
Also for data dissemination, predefined reports are processed, which can be accessed directly by end user’s application in
addition to dynamic generation of reports. Use of web service in data collection and disseminationreduces overall time&
cost and facilitates application to application data collection and dissemination, thus, increasing the efficiency of EMIS.
The proposed functional modelis flexible and can be extended based on the user’s need. We illustrate our functional model
with a case study applied to EMIS for schools.
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1. Introduction

Web service is widely used for direct data transfer from application to application irrespective of programming languages or
computing platforms. Features of web service, like, interoperability, reusability, versatility, application to application data
integration etc make it adapted by all programming languages and web standards. Data can be easily accessed by any application
on discovering and consuming web service, using UDDI and WSDL [11][17][19]. In this paper, we are integrating web service
in Education Management Information System (EMIS) functional model, for providing application to application data transfer
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for different functions performed by EMIS.

Education system uses EMIS to manage data for education institutes, which, is managedhierarchical order; center -> provisions/
states -> districts -> blocks -> clusters -> education institutes (data providers) [2] [5].   In the complete scenario, three main
actors play important role in managing the data for education system:

• Data consumer - who needs data for providing reports to different departments, like policy making or planning. Here data
consumer is education system e.g. directorate of education, ministry of human resource development etc.

• Data providers - who provide data to data consumers from time to time such as schools, colleges etc.

• End users – who uses data for further analysis, planning, information and comparisons, like, parents, teachers, NGOs,
researchers, policy makers or departments of government.

To manage data, existing EMIS works in three phases: data collection, data processing and data dissemination [2].  EMIS
uploads Data Collection Format (DCF) on education system’s website, which is downloaded at district level and distributed to
data providers. DCF is required to be filled by data providers and collected back at regional levels. After collecting the DCF,
district checks each and every DCF and enters data manually in centralized system of data collection. Once collected, data is
processed in fixed reports which are disseminated online in PDF or spreadsheet formats [2][4]. There is also a provision to
transfer complete data to end user’s application by having complete compatibility of computing systems at both the education
system’s and end user’s ends.

However, there are some issues related in the existing way of data collection and dissemination:

• Data is collected manually in printed forms at regional level like district or state and entered at district level for central data
collection system, which increases errors and time of collection process.

• District and state do not have collected data for planning until it gets published as reports by EMIS. These reports for
institutes, districts and states are available in the form of online and printed books.

• In addition to this, portable reports cannot be directly used in analytical applications [2][4].

• Data is available for direct transfer to end user’s application, for which end user needs to install specially designed client
application and database with complete compatibility of computing systems.

• In direct data transfer, complete data is transferred which needs further segregation, as there is no provision for the end users
to select data conducive of their requirements [16].

In this paper, we propose a functional model for EMIS which uses web service for all three important phases of educational data
management in order to provide keys to the limitations of existing EMIS. Our functional model collects data in hierarchical order,
for which data collection architecture divides collection in three levels. Level_1 is at district, Level_2 is at state and Level_3
collects data for central data collection system. Data is collected using web service from Level_1 to Level_2 and then Level_3
directly from application to application. On collection, data is stored in data base using separate tables for each entity, like,
institute, student, and teacher etc. Stored data is processed in two types of reports: Dynamic reports and web service reports.
For data dissemination, user interfaces are provided for both types of reports. Dynamic reports can be designed by end users,
for which attribute selection interface is provided. Second interface is provided for the selection of web service reports, for
which WSDL is also provided along with the portable or spreadsheet return types. For application to application data
dissemination, end user is required to consume WSDL provided for selected web service report.

Use of web service in proposed functional model has done away with specially designed applications and databases in
application to application data transfer [11] [17] [19]. Applications at both the education system’s and end user’s ends are
independent of each other, yet capable of interacting directly for data transactions [19]. Data can be used at any level of data
collection (district or province or state) for planning, as data is available at all levels independently. It has resulted in cost
saving.

This paper is divided in six sections. Section one gives introduction of the paper and section two describes background for the
paper. Section three throws light on related work. Section four illustrates proposed functional modelfor all three phases and
section five describes functional model for EMIS. Section six illustrate functional model with case study and section seven
shows comparison between current functional model for EMIS and proposed functional model for web service in EMIS. Section
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eight concludes the paper followed by references.

2.  Background

In education system, use of web service facilitates application to application data transfer. Web service allows transfer of data
in heterogeneous computing systems. In data collection and dissemination, use of web service has made direct data transfer
without compatibility of applications, databases and without the requirement of database connection strings.

In our earlier papers [10] [13], we have used web service for data collection in staggered manner. Data is collected from institutes
to districts and district to state and then finally to centralized collection system directly from application to application. There
is no manual intervention in data collection, thus errors in data entry is minimal. Direct data collection in current EMIS requires
compatibility of applications at district or state and central collection levels with database connection strings. But with our web
service based data collection technique, we can collect data directly from district or state to central collection system from
application to application. Use of web service does not require compatibility of computers or databases. Moreover, data is
collected in time and more relevant.

In data processing we have used web service in our paper [12]. Query as a web service will fetch result in XML, which can be
easily parsed in any format in addition to direct data transfer regardless of programming languages and network platforms.
Whereas, current EMIS only reports data in fixed formats that are not always in editable formats.

In our paper [12], we have used web service based dissemination technique for distributing data to end users. End users are also
categorized in this paper and for each and every category; we have different type of reports according to their requirements.
Selected end users are facilitated with direct data transfer from education system’s application to end user’s application. There
is no requirement of having homogeneous computing systems at both the ends. Data can simply be accessed by consuming
web service reports in applications at end users end.

3.  Related Work

Education Management Information System (EMIS) is used to manage data for education institutes to provide relevant data in
time for planning purpose. Online and offline methods are being used by education system for collecting and disseminating
data. For collection of data, uniform format (Data Capture Format) is distributed to data providers, which is distributed using
layered structure, like, state, district, blocks, clusters etc. DCF is a long format to be filled in paper-pen mode but we are
proposing DCF as XML document which is easy to understand and can be opened in user friendly format. Centralized data
collection system is used for data entry, where district officer deputes special team for entering data of entire district [2] [4] [5][
6] [9] [14] [15]. There is no provision of application to application data collection, thus our functional model uses web service to
do so.

Data is being processed in reports which are predefined and provided on EMIS website to be viewed or downloaded. Direct data
transfer from EMIS application to end user’s application is also possible with compatibility of systems and transfers complete
data, which is in abundance [2]. So we are using web service for application to application data transfer which allows end users
to select data as well.

There are many domains which are using web service for direct data transfer. Web service is used to extract information from
heterogeneous business systems to integrate data. [11]. Data exchange over networks in heterogeneous environments using
SOA is encouraged because of web service’s interoperability and high efficiency for running applications in heterogeneous
platforms [17].

Data extraction from distributed relational databases is being done with web using JDBC standard API. It requires JDBC drivers
to be used on both sides i.e. server and client. Data exchange does not need any compatibility of databases or database drivers,
web service provides transparent interface for client application [3][17]. Data base cache is commonly used to increase the
performance of data access in web service environments [8]. The idea has been taken from the functional model for web service
in other domains and in this paper we are incorporating web service in EMIS. PAWS, the processes with adaptive web service,
which is self-optimizing and self-healing selects and accepts services for composed process. The functional model includes
design time and run time modules [1]. Web service functional model is designed by Pittle [7] for automotive inventory management
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system, which consumes services for data sharing. A service based functional model was proposed for pharmacogenomics,
where data is integrated from heterogeneous data sources [18]. WISDOM, a web service based water resource management
system, covers spatial and non spatial data collection and dissemination [19]. In E-learning also, web service functional model
has been used by university information system [20].

4.  Functional Model for Web Service in Different Phases of EMIS

Education management uses EMIS to perform different functions to manage data. EMIS divides functionalities in three phases:
data collection, data processing and data dissemination. In data collection phase, data is collected from data providers by
district authorities and then from district to state and then central collection system. EMIS stores collected data for processing
and report making in second phase. Third phase disseminates data as reports or provides direct data transfer from EMIS to end
user’s application. In this paper we propose web service based functional models for all three phases of EMIS:

1.WS_DataCollection

2.WS_DataProcessing

3.WS_DataDissemination

4.1 WS_DataCollection
collects data using different levels of data collection technique. Data collection levels refer here for district, state and center. In
order to collect data, proposed modelhas divided data collection phase in three levels as shown in figure 1:

• WS_Datacollect_L1: This level collects DCF from data providers for a district.

• WS_Datacollect_L2: This level collects data as web service for a state from all the districts.

• WS_Datacollect_L3: This level collects data as web service from all states and store data in EMIS data base.
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WS_DataCollect_L1
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Figure 1.Functional model for data collection -WS_DataCollection

4.1.1 WS_DataCollect_L1
This level collects DCF, merges and delivers data to the next level i.e. WS_DataCollect_L2. This level has three components:
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• DCF_Collector

• DCF_Merger

• DCF2WS_Converter

DCF is filled by data providers and sent back via emails, storage devices etc. DCFs from all the data providers are collected and
stored in a folder by DCF_Collector component. The function of Data_Merger component is to merge the DCFs of all institutes
to create a single file. The generated file (District 1) contains data of all the institutes of a district. Next, created file (District_1)
is converted to web service by the DCF2WS_Converter component to WS_District. Thus, this component provides data at
district level as web service. The web service data is for the consumption at next level. This collection is repeated for all the
districts Thus, at this level, we generate web service based data for each district (WS_District_D1,
WS_District_D2….WS_District_Dn) where district collects data from data providers.

4.1.2 WS_DataCollect_L2
This level is required to implement at state. It collects output of first level, WS_DataCollect_L1, by consuming WSDL for
(WS_District_D1) data as web service forapplication to application data collection. This level is also divided in three components:

• WS_Collector

• WS_Merger

• WS_Converter

The function of WS_Collector component is to collect data as web service created in the last level at district. To collect web
service data, this component consume WSDL ofweb service data fora district to collect data application to application. Thus,
this component collects data from all the districts by consuming WSDL for their data as web service, which does not require
compatible applications and database for data transfer. On collecting data as web servicesfrom all the districts, WS_Merger
component gets executed. This component creates a single file for an entire state (as State_S1). Next, the function of
WS_Converter component is to convert generated mergedfile (State_S1) as a web service, which is the output of
WS_DataCollect_L2, which is required to be consumed at center, WS_DataCollect_L3. This level is repeated at all the states to
collect data for their respective districts and give output as web service, like, WS_State_S1, WS_State_S2..N.

4.1.3 WS_DataCollect_L3
This level represents central data collection level. This level collects data from the states, where states have already collected
data using WS_DataCollect_L2from districts. In this level, we have two components:

• WS_Collector

• Data_Storage

This level uses WS_Collector component to collect data from previous level i.e. state. WS_collector collects data directly by
consuming WSDL of data as web service generated at WS_DataCollect_L2. Web service data is thus collected for all the states,
which finally needs to be stored in a database. The function of Data_Storage component is to store data in the data base. The
stored data is required to be processed in next phase of EMIS, WS_DataProcessing to deliver information to end users.

The proposed functional model for data collectioncan be extended to more levels of data collection by reusing
WS_DataCollect_L2, depending on the number of institutes from where data needs to be collected or hierarchical levels.

4.2 WS_DataProcessing
phase is the second phase of EMIS, which, processes data. Data collected at center by WS_DataCollection phase, is stored in
EMIS database. Database is designed to store teachers, students or institute’s information in separate tables. To process data,
queries are required to be executed to fetch results and delivers in different formats of reports to view, download or application
to application data dissemination.

In our proposed functional model for data processing, WS_DataProcess as shown in figure 2, two types of queries are generated.
Queries are generated to create web service reports and dynamic reports. For both the reports, different types of queries need
to be processed. Query as web service for web service reports and conventional queries for dynamic reports are used for
processing data. This phase has four components to deliver data for both types of reports, namely 1) Query_Desgning, 2)
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QueryAsWSand 3)WS_Parser for web service report and 4) Query_Processor for dynamic reports, which are explained as
follows:

4.2.1 Web service query

• Query_Designing: The function of this component is to identify the data requirements of end users.On the basis of data
requirement, query is designed. Query designed is required to be created as query as web service. On execution of created query,
result retrieved from database is stored in database cache for faster delivery of data. This component is further divided in two
sub-components:

o Identification: This component identifies data requirement of end users for web service reports. As per the requirements
of end users, attributes are identified and on the basis of identified attributes, queries are designed. Designed queries aresupplied
to next sub-component for the generation of web service queries.

• CreateQueryAsWS: This component receives designed queries from identification sub-component. The queries are generated
to access data from database as web service which retrieves data in XML. Generated queries as web service are required to be
delivered to next component, QueryAsWS, for storage.

• QueryAsWS: This sub-component stores queries as web services, collected from CreateQueryAsWS sub-component. On the
selection of web service reports from the interface provided to end users, query as web service is executed and delivers result
to WS_Parser component for different report formats.

• WS_Parser: This component retrieves result from database for the result of selected web service reports executed by
QueryAsWS. Result retrieved from database in correspondence of selected web service reports is in XML, which can be easily
parsed to other formats by this component.  Parsers are used to convert XML data in spreadsheet or portable format according
to the end user’s d requirement.

4.2.2 Dynamic query
• Query_Processor: The function of this component is to generate queries, whereas, designing of query is done by end users.
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Figure 2. Functional model for data processing -WS_DataProcessing
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End users are facilitated with attributes selection interface, where selected attributes are accepted by this component. Selected
attributes acts as the design of query and query is generated by this component. The result retrieved on the execution of
generated query on the basis of selected attributes, is sent to Report_Generation component for formatting style before it is
finally delivered to end users.

4.3 WS_DataDissemination
phase is the last phase of EMIS, where data collectedin first phase from data provides is disseminated as information on being
processed by second phase. Data is processed in two types of reports, namely, 1) Web service report and 2) Dynamic report.
Two types of queries are used inWS_DataProcessing phase for generating both the types of reports as explained above. Web
service reports are pre-generated and provided to end users to view, download and consumption for application to application
data transfer. Dynamic reports are required to be created by end users and generated dynamically to disseminate data in PDF or
spread-sheets. For creation of dynamic reports, Attribute_Selection_Interface is provided to end users, where, end users can
select attributes for creating queries.This phase first checks the authentication of end users and then provides interfaces to
select web service reports and attributes to form dynamic reports. This phase is divided in four components namely 1)
Authentication, 2) Selection interface, 3) Report Generation and 4) Report Dissemination Interface, which are explained as
follows:

4.3.1 Authentication:
Thefunction of this component is to provide access rights to end users. End users are identified in three categories: Guest,
Registered and Privileged. Authentication process includes verification of login-id and password entered by end users. Guest
is allowed to only view the results for dynamic reports directly without authentication, whereas, registered and privileged users
are allowed to view and download both dynamic and web service reports on verification.

On the basis of authentication criteria, end users are provided with two types of selectioninterface explained as follows:

Figure 3. Functional model for data dissemination -WS_DataDissemination
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4.3.2 Selection Interface
4.3.2.1 Attribute_SelectionInterface: This interface provides list of attributes to be selected by end users. Selected attributes
are required to be submitted which serves as the input to Query_Processor component of data processing phase. On the basis
of selected attributes, query is designed and executed to retrieve result. The result of created query is delivered to
Report_Generation component for formatting types and styles.

4.3.2.2 Web Service Report SelectionInterface:
This interface facilitates end users with the selection of web service reports. After authentication process, registered and
privileged users are allowed to slect web service reports. These reports can be viewed or download in different formats by both
the users. Privileged users are provided with the facility to transfer data directly from EMIS’s application their applications as
well. Selected web service reports will fetch result from data processing phase, parsed to different formats and delivered to
Report_Generation component for further formatting styles.

4.3.3 Report_Generation:
On the basis of attribute selectionor web service report selection, this component receives results from data processing phase
to generate reports in different formats and styles. This component formats results before it is finally delivered to end users.

4.3.4 Report Dissemination Interface
4.3.4.1 Dynamic Report Interface:
This interface provides dynamic reports after being formatted by Report_Generation component. Registered and privileged
users can select to view or download reports, whereas, guest is only allowed to view the report.

4.3.4.2 Web service Report Interface:
This interface provides end users with the reports as web service with their WSDL. Registered and privileged users can access
this interface. Both the users can view or download web service reports. privileged users are also facilitated with direct data
access from their application, for which WSDL of web service reports are provided. Privileged users are required to consume
WSDL in their application for the selected web service report for application to application data access.

5.  Proposed Functional Model for Web Service in Education Management

Data management is an important task for education system, which is managed by EMIS. Proposed functional model uses web
service for all three main phases of EMIS: Data collection, data processing and data dissemination. Use of web service allows
direct data transfer from application to application in data collection and dissemination, whereas, data processing uses query as
web service for delivering results in different formats. Proposed functional model for web services in education system has three
phases 1) WS_DataCollection, 2) WS_DataProcessing and 3) WS_DataDisseminationto manage data as shown in figure 4:

As shown in figure 4, functional model of EMIS is provided with complete processes and activities illustrated by series of
numbers. Data consumer designs and disseminates DCF to data providers (1), which is filled and collected back atdistrict level
(2). Data collected is converted as web service, which will be collected by state (3) by consuming web service data of district,
directly from application to application. District data is merged at state level and converted to web service which is collected at
center (4), and stored in database (5). Web service reports are designed beforehand (6) for the selection by End users (7). EMIS
providesinterfaces to select (9) attributes to retrieve dynamic reports and web service reports, for which they need authentication
(8). Request is sent (10) for dynamic and web service reports. Query is formed and executed for dynamic reports (11) and
queryAsWS is executed (11) for web service reports. For both the queries, result will be delivered to Report_Generation (12)
component.End users can retrieve results (13) for dynamic reports and selected web service reports. End users can retrieve
result directly in their application by consuming WSDL (13) for selected web service report.

6.  Case Study: SchoolManagement Information System in India

The proposed functional model is illustrated for school management information system, where data is collected from schools,
processed and disseminated to end user. For the deployment of our web service based EMIS model, we have taken schools of
Haryana state and New Delhi. DCF is designed and disseminated in XML which can be filled in spreadsheet format as shown in
figure 5.
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DCF is required to be filled by schools in computerized format and sent back to their respective district. On collection of DCF, by
using our WS_DataCollect_L1, districts of Haryana merges data and converts it to web service. WS_DataCollect_L2 is used at
state i.e. Haryana, where web service is consumed. Data is collected from each and every district, merged and converted to state
(Haryana) web service. Whereas, for New Delhi (Capital of India, where schools directly maintained) WS_DataCollect_L1 is

Figure 4. Overall functional model for web services in EMIS
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Figure 5. DCF in Excel format and exported in XML format

Figure 6. Snapshot of tool for data Collection and collected data using web service technique

used to collect DCF from Schools. DCF data is merged and converted as web service. WS_DataCollect_L3 at central collection
level collects data as web service from Haryana and New Delhito store in database as shown in figure 6.

Data is collected for three datasets: school, teacher and institute. Data is processed in second phase using WS_DataProcessing.
For data dissemination, we have identified end users in three categories, like, guest, registered and privileged. To access data,
two interfaces are provided where end users can select attributes to create their own reports and select web service reports.
Guest is allowed directly to attribute selection interface to view reports. Register and privileged end users have to go for
authentication, where they need to provide username and password as shown in figure 7.

On verification, registered end users are provided with attribute selection interface and web service interface to view or
download reports, whereas privileged users are provided with web service selection interface for direct data transfer in addition
to both the interface provided to registered users as shown in figure 7. Privileged users are provided with WSDL along web
service reports. They need to consume WSDL in their application for direct data transfer.

Our proposed functional model provides faster collection of data and different formats to disseminate data according to end
users requirements. Application to application data collection at district, state and central level provides availability of data for
district level or state level planning in addition to national level planning.  No special application needs to be developed for
application to application data transfer because web service allows data exchange in heterogeneous computing systems. Our
functional model provides flexible prototype, where more data collection levels can be added on reusing of WS_DataCollect_L2.
In data dissemination phase, more reporting formats can be added on end users demands without recoding.
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Figure 7. Authentication of End users

Features   ExistingEMIS model in                                   Proposed functional model for web
                                      education management system                      service in education management system
Interoperability       Cannot provide data transfer                              Can transfer data in

                                  outside private networks.    heterogeneous networks.

Reusability and       Needs re-coding of system to                             No coding required in implementing

  modification           implement services.    web services.

Deploy-ability          Special arrangements required to                       No special arrangement is required as

                                   deploy data transfer services.    web service can leverage web standards.

Interpretation          Interpretation of messages is difficult.    Use of SOAP has made easier to

                                                                                                                   interpret message and use services.

Flexibility                 •Data collection channel is long and fixed.    •Data collection channel is flexible;

                                  • Data is processed in fixed type of report         more levelscan be added or levels

                                  format.                                                                    can be reduced.

                                  • Data is disseminated either in PDF or    • Data is processed in different type

                                  Excel. It is not always in editable format.   of report formats conducive

                                                                                                                   of end users requirements.
   • Data is disseminated in several formats

                                                                                                                   to satisfy end users with editable

                                                                                                                   and non-editable reports.

Data selection          No provision to select data. Only                      Provision for both selection of data to

                                                                                                                    fixed reports.

Application to         • Specially designed applications                       • Application to application data transfer is

Application Data    databases for end users.                                      possible in heterogeneous computing

transfer                     • Complete data transfer as there is no    environments.
                                  provision to select data.                                       • Data gets transferred for web

                                                                                                                   service reports.

Fast data access      Data access from data base                                Data access uses database cache to

                                   takes more time    deliver results for web service reports and

                                                                                                                   other reports, which turned out

                                                                                                                    to be faster.

Dependability          For every change in application at                     Applications at education system’s and

                                   education system’s end, end user’s                  end user’s end are independent

                                   application has to be modified.                         of each other. Change on any end

                                                                                                                   will not affect other end.

Table 1. Technical Comparison of current and proposed functional model in education management
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Table 2. Non-Technical comparison between current and proposed functional model for education management

Figure 8. Data dissemination Interfaces

Features     ExistingEMIS in education                 Proposed functional model for web service in
                                          management system                             education management system
Cost Efficient             • Extra cost to design special                     • Special application is not required for

                                    applications for direct data transfer.          direct data transfer.
                                    • Printing cost of DCF.                                 • DCF is in online format and required
                                    • Cost of special training sessions to        to be filled online.Can be send via e-mails

                                     understand DCF and use of specially      •  DCF is simple to understand and fill.

                                     designed applications for direct               No special training sessions are required.

                                     data transfer.

Ease of use Reports are in non-editable formats.         Reports are in editable formats, can be easily

                                                                                                            used by end users.

Extensible Data collection format and                         Data collection format can be filled in

                                     management level uses traditional            Excel format or WORD format as per

                                     and fixed methods for data collection      data provider’s convenience. Data can be

                                     and dissemination. Data is                         reported in several report formats and

                                     disseminated in pre-defined                       more formats can be added easily.

                                     report formats.

Data type Statistical data is collected                         Detailed data is collected in addition

                                      from institutes.                                            to statistical data.
Green Computing With lots of paper and e-waste in              Data is transferred directly in both

                                     data collection and dissemination,            collection and dissemination from

                                     the current education system does           application to application, thus supporting

                                     not complement green computing.            green computing

7.  Comparison and Advantages of Proposed Functional Model

The proposed functional model provides flexibility in all functionalities of EMIS. From data collection to processing and then
data dissemination, web service has played a remarkable role in providing application to application data exchange. Characteristics
of web service like interoperability, leveraging web standards and high efficiency have done away with the requirement of
modifications in computing systems to provide complete compatibility.
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From the table 1, we can say that proposed system has many technical advantages over the current system of education data
management. Data can be directly collected from application to application, thus no special staff required for verifying and
entering of data. Application to application data transfer does not require special client application or database with connecting
strings. Data dissemination is done by using database cache, which delivers results faster than current EMIS.

Data processing is done in extensible format, where more report formats can be added on end users demands. Different report
formats can be added for the ease of end users as described in table 2. Thus proposed functional model is flexible, easy to use,
loose coupled and extensible in nature, which reduces overall setup cost, increases efficiency and supports green computing.

8.Conclusion

Education system uses EMIS to manage data for education institutes. EMIS collects, processes and disseminates data in three
phases. In this paper, we are proposing a functional model for web service in EMIS which helps in application to application data
collection and dissemination. For collecting data, data is collected in hierarchical order (district-> State->center) and provided as
web service for next level of data collection.Web service can be easily consumed by state/province or center for application to
application data transfer. In data processing phase, two types of queries are used to generate reports. Dynamic query generation
process is used for dynamic reports and query as web service is used to generate pre defined web service reports. Both the
reports are available in portable and spreadsheet format to view or download. Web service reports are also available with WSDL,
which can be consumed easily for direct data transfer from EMIS to end user’s applications. The use of web service in direct data
transfer has done away with the issues like compatibility of systems, database connectivity, coupling of applications at
education system’s and end user’s ends, increase of cost to maintain homogeneity of computing systems for collection and
dissemination.  Proposed functional model is flexible to be implemented for any group of institutes and can be extending to add
or reduce data collection levels or data dissemination reporting formats.Thus our proposed model provides ease of use and
supports green computing by doing away with the use of paper in data collection and dissemination.
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